Abstract

In a typical undergraduate treatment of Digital Signal Processing (DSP), waveform synthesis (digital creation of signals) is often not covered for the sake of allocating time to other applied material such as digital filter design and spectral analysis. While basic digital filtering theory (difference equations) is fairly elementary and understood by students early on in a typical course, students are not given much opportunity for the application to waveform synthesis. In this paper we outline a waveform synthesis project in which students code two simple tools in MATLAB. These tools are a tone synthesizer and an envelope generator used to shape the amplitude of the tone, i.e. amplitude modulation. These two tools form the basis for a waveform synthesis project where students can experiment with computer-based music and musical synthesis using MATLAB’s built-in sound capabilities and the PC’s sound card. A student design example is provided which will synthesize a Bach musette (25 seconds in duration) using only the above tools in MATLAB. Experience in digital waveform synthesis, can provide a basis for application to other engineering solutions which require waveform or signal synthesis such as data communications devices (modems), software radios, and DTMF (Touch Tone) generators.

1. Introduction

The ability to synthesize waveforms through digital methods is a popular technique. This method can be found in many applications such as data communications devices (modems), software radios, and DTMF (Touch Tone) generators. One of its most familiar consumer-oriented applications is in music synthesis. In this application, the musician often has control over many instruments and sound effects all from a single synthesizer. Waveform synthesis can be taught early in a typical undergraduate Digital Signal Processing (DSP) course to illustrate some of the applications of sampling and reconstruction theory. In addition hands-on practice with waveform synthesis can be made very interesting in the context of computer music. In this paper we outline a waveform synthesis project in which students code two simple tools in MATLAB. These tools are a tone (sinusoid) generator and an envelope generator used to shape the amplitude of the tone, i.e. amplitude modulation. These two tools form the basis of the project where students can experiment with computer-based music and musical synthesis using MATLAB’s built-in sound capabilities and the PC’s sound card. A student design example is provided which will synthesize a Bach musette (25 seconds in duration) using only the tone and envelope generation tools in MATLAB.
2. Music Synthesis

In this section we provide background for the non-musician and a basic method of shaping a sinusoid so as to match tonal output from real instruments.

2.1. Background for the Nonmusician

The fundamental element in music is the note or tone which is simply an oscillation; combinations of notes are called chords. On a piano each key defines a note and the frequencies of these notes are determined by their position relative to the 4th octave (middle) A which is set to 440Hz. Each octave up, down produces a note with twice, half the frequency respectively. With 12 notes per octave and the doubling relation, we can easily see that the frequency ratio of any two consecutive notes is $\frac{2^{1/12}}{}$. Frequency, duration, and loudness data for producing music is efficiently coded as in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: (a) Octave codes, (b) Note codes, (c) Frequency data.](image)
2.2. Amplitude Modulation of Tones

The sound output of musical instruments does not immediately build up to its full intensity nor does the sound fall to zero intensity instantaneously. It takes a certain amount of time for the sound to build up in intensity and a certain amount of time for the sound to die away. The period of time during which a musical tone is building up to some amplitude (volume) is called the “attack time” and the time required for the tone’s intensity to partially die away is called its “decay time.” The time for final attenuation is called the “release time.” Many instruments allow the user to hold the tone for a period of time which is known as the “sustain time” so that various note durations can be achieved. The amplitude of the tone can “fit” inside a curve often called the Attack-Decay-Sustain-Release (ADSR) envelope as depicted in Figure 2. Typical ADSR envelopes are given for the guitar and piano [Figures 3a and 3b].

![Figure 2: Classic ADSR envelope](image)

![Figure 3: (a) ADSR envelopes for guitar, (b) ADSR envelopes for piano.](image)

A synthesizer duplicates the intensity (volume) variation of the tone by multiplying (modulating) the amplitude of the sinusoid with a scale factor dictated by the ADSR envelope, \( a(t) \)

\[
 y(t) = a(t) \times x(t). \tag{1}
\]

The resulting signal, \( y(t) \) is referred to as the amplitude-modulated (AM) tone and the process is illustrated in Figure 4. Other methods of shaping basic tones have been investigated and include the more popular (but more complicated) frequency-modulation techniques [1].
3. Envelope Model and Implementation

In this section we develop the MATLAB tools used to amplitude modulate a tone.

3.1. MATLAB Implementation

The implementation of a music synthesizer (AM-based) involves three codes: 1) tone synthesizer or sinusoid generator, 2) ADSR envelope generator, 3) composer/player code. We assume digital synthesis at a rate of $f_s = 16,000$ samples per second. At this rate we are able to reproduce all piano frequencies given in Figure 1c according to Nyquist theory [2].

3.2. Sinusoid Generator

A continuous-time sinusoid can be expressed as

$$x(t) = \sin(2\pi f t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $f$ is the frequency of the sinusoid. Samples of (2) which are taken $T$ seconds apart (called the sample period) can be expressed as

$$x(n) = \sin(2\pi fnT) = \sin(2\pi fn / f_s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $n$ is the sample index and $f_s = 1 / T$ is the sample rate. Here we assume the sinusoid has unit amplitude and zero phase angle. The unit amplitude is chosen to avoid playback distortion since the sound card clips all sample magnitudes greater than one. Equation (3) then provides the formula for sinusoid generation and Figure 5 illustrates a MATLAB function which returns a vector of synthesized sinusoid samples.
function x = singen(f,fs,duration)
% Input
%   f        - frequency of sinusoid
%   fs       - sampling frequency
%   duration - duration of signal in seconds
% Output
%   x        - vector of sinusoid samples

n = [0:fs*duration]';
x = sin(2*pi*f/fs*n);

Figure 5: MATLAB implementation of sinusoid generator

3.3. Envelope Generator

As described earlier, the envelope will give the sinusoid a volume characteristic which as a first approximation, imitates that of a real instrument. The envelope values are stored as a single vector so that a simple element-by-element product between the sinusoid vector and the envelope vector yields the amplitude modulated sinusoid. The envelope is constructed one segment (A, D, S, and R) at a time. We approximate each segment with a simple exponential which rises or decays asymptotically to the target value as in Figure 2. This approximation then leads to a simple digital filter implementation (difference equation) which students are familiar with, whose response yields samples of an exponential curve. In addition, we allow for a gain parameter to control the speed at which the exponential reaches the target value. The difference equation is given by a single-pole filter

\[ a(n) = \hat{a}g + (1 - g)a(n-1) \]  

where \( a(n) \) are the envelope values, \( \hat{a} \) is the target value, and \( g \) is the gain parameter.

Figure 6 illustrates a MATLAB function which returns a vector of ADSR envelope values. For simplicity, we exclude a decay segment and assume an envelope duration of 1 second or 16,000 samples or a whole note. Most students eventually recode the ADSR routine so that the sustain segment varies with the duration of the note since in reality, music is composed of many durations of notes not just whole notes. In this case one simply makes the modification

\[ \text{sustain\_duration} = \text{note\_duration} - \text{attack\_duration} - \text{release\_duration}. \]

An example envelope (similar in nature to a piano) can be generated with the MATLAB calls in Figure 7.

3.4. Composer/Player Code

The final code segment generates sinusoids with the proper frequency and an ADSR envelope to amplitude modulate the sinusoid. While there is great flexibility here, a simple MATLAB code is given in Figure 8 (assuming the ADSR vector from Figure 7). In order to play a full song, the modulated sinusoid vectors would be concatenated together before playback. Finally, chords can
be built by adding individual notes together and likewise, the chords would be concatenated before playback. Note that the addition of notes can yield sample values which may have magnitude greater than one and as noted in Section 3.2 there will be playback distortion. The simple fix is given in Figure 9.

```matlab
function a = adsr_gen(target,gain,duration)
% Input
% target  - vector of attack, sustain, release target values
% gain    - vector of attack, sustain, release gain values
% duration - vector of attack, sustain, release durations in ms
% Output
% a        - vector of adsr envelope values
fs = 16000;
a = zeros(fs,1);  % assume 1 second duration ADSR envelope
duration = round(duration./1000.*fs); % envelope duration in samp

% Attack phase
start = 2;
stop = duration(1);
for n = [start:stop]
    a(n) = target(1)*gain(1) + (1.0 - gain(1))*a(n-1);
end

% Sustain phase
start = stop + 1;
stop = start + duration(2);
for n = [start:stop]
    a(n) = target(2)*gain(2) + (1.0 - gain(2))*a(n-1);
end

% Release phase
start = stop + 1;
stop = fs;
for n = [start:stop]
    a(n) = target(3)*gain(3) + (1.0 - gain(3))*a(n-1);
end;
```

Figure 6: MATLAB implementation of attack, decay, sustain, release generator.

4. Example

The exercise in the undergraduate DSP course was to construct an “interesting” envelope and use the MATLAB synthesis tools to synthesize a song. At a minimum, students simply played a scale (amplitude modulated sinusoids over one octave) while others modified the ADSR_GEN tool for variable sustain (variable note durations) and included options for chords. One very impressive piece was a 25 second Bach musette which has been posted to the author’s web page in the form of a WAV file [3].
5. Conclusions

In this paper we have developed a simple exercise in computer music for a typical undergraduate course in DSP. The exercise consists of three MATLAB codes which synthesizes a tone (sinusoid), generates an ADSR envelope used to amplitude modulated the tone, and builds a song from the modulated tones. A sample song is provided (through Internet download) which illustrates the power of the technique. While the target application is computer music, the ideas can be extended to more general ideas in waveform synthesis.
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